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How Sweet It Is…  The Effects of Sucrose (Table Sugar) on the Body 
Overall Goals: 
This series of modules was developed to help 
middle school students make healthier choices with 
respect to drug consumption, however the ideas 
explored should also empower student to make 
healthier decisions regarding their food and 
beverage intake.  By establishing a more scientific 
understanding of how a commonly consumed 
chemical like sucrose (table sugar) functions in the 
body and provokes the sensation of sweet, it should 
be easier to recognize how and why molecules like 
nicotine (in tobacco products), ethanol (in 
consumable alcohol), THC (in marijuana), heroin 
and other opioids, can have affects on the body.  
Again, by providing this background, we hope 
middle school students will make healthier choices 
regarding their food, drink, and drug consumption. 
 
During this lesson, students will explore the 
chemical makeup of the sucrose molecule which 
composes table sugar.  They will also learn how 
sucrose interacts with taste receptors on the tongue 
such that the brain interprets the sensation of sweet.  
In addition, there will be a basic comparison 
between sucrose and citric acid (which interact with 
sweet and sour taste receptors, respectively).  This 
module will also inform students about what 
products contain sucrose (table sugar) and give 
fundamental information about chemical–receptor 
binding that will be used in other modules in this 
series.  
 
(This is written as the first in a series of modules 
involving chemicals such as  caffeine, ethanol (in 
consumable alcohol), and nicotine.  Other modules 
are found at digital.kenyon.edu/celchem401 ) 
 
Contents: 
p. 2 Instructor & Background notes 
p. 7 Activities 
p. 21 Worksheet for Models, etc. 
p. 22 Worksheet Solutions 
p. 23 Appendix A: Molecule Structure 
 
Focus of Classroom Lessons and Activities: 
This module will explore sucrose’s interaction with 
the sweet taste receptors in order to build a basic 
understanding of how many chemicals (ex. foods 
and drugs, both legal and illegal) interact with the 
body and elicit response.  In contrast to molecules 
that are not normally produced or used in the body 
(ex. caffeine, nicotine, etc.), the sucrose molecule 
has natural receptor pairings that start a series of 
events that result in an impact on the body, like the 
sensation of sweet. 
 
Since this module is the first in the series, the 
objectives will also include a review and re-
familiarization of atoms and molecules.  At the time 
of publication, this work aligns with the state of 
Ohio’s sixth grade standards for science and can be 
used to help extend students’ understanding of 
science as it relates to the body and health. 
 
Key Learning Objectives:  
1. Brief introduction to atoms and molecules 
2. The products in which sucrose (table sugar) 
is found. 
3. The sucrose molecule. 
4. How sucrose interacts with the tongue. 
5. Some short-term effects of the ingestion of 
sucrose & comparison to citric acid  
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Background Information: 
Sucrose (or Table Sugar) General Information: 
Sucrose or table sugar, C12H22O11, is naturally 
found in plants and it is typically isolated from 
sugar cane and sugar beets.  (Figure 1.) In humans, 
the most obvious effect of sucrose ingestion is to 
evoke the sensation of sweet in the brain after the 
molecule chemically interacts with taste receptors 
of the tongue and mouth.  The individual taste 
receptors are specialized to respond to chemicals 
that stimulate the major tastes (sweet, sour, bitter, 
salt, and savory/umani), thus sucrose will only 
activate the “sweet” subset of these receptors.   
 
The following review materials about sucrose may 
be helpful (but not required), and most are freely 
available on the web if doing a google search.  
Some are written as general interest articles and 
others as technical papers.1–4 
 
This module will explore how sucrose is able to 
trigger the sweet sensation, and in doing so will 
help form a foundation for understanding 
chemical-receptor binding, which is common to 
many body processes involving the chemicals 
that are in drugs, foods, etc.  
 
Receptors and Chemicals Binding to a Receptor: 
Receptors are typically proteins (molecules 
composed of thousands of atoms that are arranged 
as a series of amino acids) that are embedded in a 
cell membrane or located within the cell, and their 
activation often triggers a chain of events that 
results in an effect on the body.  (Figure 2.) 
 
In many cases, receptors are integrated into the cell 
membrane and this allows them to interact with 
molecules circulating in the body (i.e. outside the 
cell).  The receptor is activated by interacting or 
“binding” with a specific chemical(s).  To bind with 
the receptor, the chemical must have a shape or 
charge distribution that is complementary to that in 
the receptor’s binding pocket (location where the 
interaction takes place).  This interaction typically 
causes a change in the receptor shape and this 
essentially transfers the contact information to the 
inside of the cell. This transfer of information can 
enhance or inhibit normal cellular processes, and 
this is the start of the cascade of events that allows 
a chemical (like a drug or food) to have an affect on 
the body. 
 
Example:  The chemical-receptor binding is much 
like getting a stone in a shoe.  The stone is the 
chemical that binds with the larger receptor, the 
person.  Once the stone is in the shoe, (the binding 
pocket) the person often changes their gait or 
Figure 1.  Representation of sucrose (table sugar) 
molecule, C12H22O11.  All oxygen (O) atoms are 
shown but  for clarity of structure, some carbons 
(C) and hydrogens (H) are not shown.   Bonds are 
represented by lines.  An explicit structure for 
nicotine is found in Appendix 1 
Figure 2.  A common mode of chemical-receptor 
binding. (Red arrow) A chemical from the 
extracellular side of the cell membrane interacts 
with the receptor embedded in the cell membrane.  
(Blue arrow)  The chemical binding may triggers a 
chain of events that alerts the internal cell 
components to the presence of the chemical in the 
body.  (Green arrow)  This may also cause signals 
to be sent to other cells throughout the body. 
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contorts to remove the stone.  This is akin to the 
receptor’s change of shape which signals binding to 
the rest of the cell. 
 
In the lesson, an analogous “binding process” will 
be seen with an activity using a baseball glove 
catching a ball with specific characteristics.  That 
is, a baseball can be easily caught by the baseball 
glove, but a basketball or football is cannot be 
properly caught by the same glove.  Similarly, 
students will explore how the sweet taste receptor 
is able to bind with sucrose and other molecules 
with specific structural characteristics. 
Additionally, since this type of interaction is such a 
common mode of operation in the body, subsequent 
modules in this series, ex. caffeine, nicotine, 
ethanol, will also include reference to molecular 
shape and  chemical-receptor binding.  In this 
module, and many of those in this series, the 
interaction or binding event will be examined with 
respect to the shape of the molecule, since shape 
should be relatively easy to envision for the 
younger scientist.   
 
That said, shape is not the only trait that is 
important for binding, it is also critical that the 
charges on the chemical and receptor must also 
have some parallels (negative regions attract 
positive regions).  This idea will not be explored in 
this module since it was developed for students that 
would not have the necessary background to easily 
understand this idea.  However, if your students do 
have this background, i.e. knowledge of bond or 
molecule polarity and/or intermolecular attractions 
(ex. London dispersion forces, dipole-dipole, H-
bonds, ion-ion), and you are interested in the 
intermolecular interactions between the chemical 
and receptor, source material will be included.  
(Additionally, charge complementarity is briefly 
discussed in the nicotine module.)  Studies 
examining how sucrose and artificial sweeteners 
bind to the sweet receptor can be found in 
references 5-8. 5–8    As always, check to see if the 
ideas from this research have been superseded. 
 
Taste Receptors  
The average person has hundreds of thousands of 
taste receptors on their tongue (and mouth) and they 
are arranged in groups of approximately 50-150 
receptors that are called taste buds.2,4,9–11  The taste 
receptors are commonly categorized as sweet, sour, 
bitter, salty, and savory/umani.  Each type of taste 
receptor is activated by a limited number of 
chemicals, ex. the sweet receptor can be activated 
by chemicals like sucrose, fructose and glucose, 
and the sour receptor by molecules like citric acid.  
Once activated, the taste receptor can transmit this 
information (ex. sugar is in the mouth) through 
neurons (nerve cells) to the areas of the brain 
involved in taste perception.  (Figure 3.)  Thus, the 
perception of taste (ex. sweet) is only realized once 
this information has been evaluated in the brain. 12,13  
Since the sensation of taste seems to happen 
simultaneously with the consumption of the food, 
this gives an indication of the speed of this process: 
it takes only fractions of a second for the reception 
of the molecule, the signal transmission to the brain, 
and the subsequent evaluation of the signal 
information in the brain.  
 
To convey a more nuanced sensation of taste to the 
brain the grouping of taste receptors is not uniform, 
some taste buds may have a high concentration of 
sugar receptors and others low.  Furthermore, each 
person has a different density of taste buds, some 
people have a large number on the tip of the tongue 
and others a small number.  Additionally, there are 
a number of variations of each receptor subtype 
which will also influence taste.  For example, there 
are two variations of the sweet receptor (taste 1 
receptor member 2 and taste 1 receptor member 3, 
abbreviated as T1R2 and T1R3 respectively) which 
work together, but bind sugary molecules in 
different manners.  While most people have similar 
taste sensations, the differences in receptor density, 
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location, etc. play a role in 
how taste perception can 
be unique to an individual. 
 
Sucrose is not the only 
chemical to evoke the 
sensation of sweetness.  
The sweet taste receptors 
can bind to, and be 
activated by, a variety of 
chemical compounds 
including the more 
familiar sugars (ex. 
glucose, fructose, sucrose, 
galactose, maltose) and 
sugar substitutes (ex. 
stevia, saccharin, 
aspartame, cyclamate).  In 
addition, some amino 
acids ( D-phenylalanine, 
D-serine, D-tryptophan) 
and proteins (ex. 
thaumatin, brazzein) will 
activate the receptors. 3,4  
 
An extra note, a number of 
studies indicate that sweet 
taste receptors are found 
not just in the tongue and mouth but also throughout 
the body, including the gut, the respiratory system, 
etc.  Research is active in these areas, but it is 
presently thought that the receptors in the gut may 
help regulate the production of hormones that may 
help to trigger changes in appetite, feeling of 
fullness, production of digestive enzymes, etc. 3  
 
Sucrose Breakdown and Subsequent Interaction 
with the Body  
A molecule of sucrose is not able to directly pass 
into the body.  However,  when it is divided into its 
chemical constituents, glucose and fructose, these 
molecules can pass through the cell lining of the 
small intestine and pass into the body.  (Figure 4)  
 
When glucose enters the body, it can then be used 
as an energy source or can be stored as fats – which 
can be used as an energy source at a later time.  The 
ultimate disposition of the sugar depends whether 
your body needs additional energy (ATP 
molecules) to function at the time of consumption.  
In either case, whether used immediately for energy 
or stored as fat, the glucose molecule would start 
through the process of glycolysis and eventually 
form the molecule acetyl Co-A.  At that point, if the 
body needs energy (i.e. ATP molecules) the acetyl 
Co-A would be utilized in the Krebs Cycle (also 
known as the TCA or Citric Acid Cycle) and finally 
an electron transport chain.  If the body did not need 
additional energy the acetyl Co-A would be utilized 
Figure 3.  The sense of taste and smell work together to give the full sensation 
encountered in when eating.  When chemicals (like sucrose) interact with the 
receptors in taste buds on the tongue, the cells in the taste bud send signals to special 
parts of the brain.  The brain then interprets the signals and we perceive flavors 
(like sweet) that we associate with certain foods.  In a similar way, some foods have 
chemicals (odorants) that can interact with receptors in the nose.  The combination 
of the signals from the nose and mouth allow the brain to give us the full flavor of 
the foods we eat.  Illustration by Lydia D. Kibiuk and Stuart Devon, at 
BrainFacts.org.19  
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in the process of fatty acid synthesis, and the 
resulting fats stored for future use. 
 
Other natural sweeteners that enter the body, like 




Presently there a handful of chemicals approved as 
artificial sweeteners, including saccharin (ex. 
Sweet & Low), aspartame (ex. Nutrasweet), 
sucralose (ex. Splenda). 15  Like natural sugars, 
artificial sweeteners also activate at least one 
variation of the sweet receptors on the tongue, but 
some are also able to activate bitter receptors to a 
small extent, and this results in the characteristic 
bitter aftertaste of some sweeteners. 4,16,17 These 
chemicals are also associated with zero calories 
because they are not processed by the body in the 
same way as a natural sugar (ex. through 
glycolysis).  In fact, many of these molecules 
cannot be absorbed into the body and they will pass 
out of the intestine unchanged, thus without 
producing energy or being stored as fat.   
Figure 4.  During the process of digestion, the 
sucrose molecule breaks into glucose and fructose, 
which are then absorbed through the intestine.  The 
water molecule (magenta underline) is incorporated 
into the glucose and fructose (magenta underline).  
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Objective 1:   (optional if students already understand the relationship between atoms and molecules) 
Brief introduction to the idea that atoms bond together to make a molecule. 
 
Learning Goals:  
• Atoms bond together to make a molecule 
• Each chemical is a unique molecule. 
• This activity can be used as an ice breaker if the instructors are not a normal part of class 
 
 
Classroom Activity 1.1 – Atoms and Molecules with Students and Instructors:    
 
Materials:  
• Water molecule (H2O) models.  (Figure 5)  This model can be 
found in the provided toolkit.  (Any chemical model building kit 
can but used, but the components for these models were purchased 
from Maruzen’s HGS shop.18)  
• The number of molecules should be 1/3 the number of people in 
the group.  
• Name tags, hat to draw from, or other mechanism to split class into 
two groups, hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms, in a 2:1 
proportion.  (The class will be forming water molecules, H2O, so 
the 2 hydrogen atoms:1 oxygen atom ratio is important to maintain.)   
• Since oxygen atoms are traditionally represented in red and hydrogens in a white or light grey, name 




• Students should be aware that atoms exist and are the fundamental building blocks of molecules. 
• Molecules are composed of atoms that are bonded together. 
• Bonds are formed by two electrons;  it can typically be visualized that one electron comes from each 
atom joined by the bond. 
 
  
Figure 5.  Model of water molecule.  
Water is composed of one oxygen 






1.1 Introduction of atoms and molecules using water, H2O.  (Fig. 6a) 
a. Each person in the room is an atom.   
Those people designated as oxygen atoms (1/3 of the group) can 
make two bonds and each hand is one electron.  
Those people designated as hydrogens atoms (2/3 of the group) 
can make one bond, so one hand will play the role of one electron. 
b. The objective is to make water molecules, H2O, with the bonds 
represented by joining hands.  (Fig. 6b) 
Students should think about their own atom designation and what 
type of atom(s) they need to join with to make a proper water 
molecule.  That is, each oxygen must join hands with two 
hydrogens, and each hydrogen must join one hand with one oxygen.  (See Fig. 6b.) 
c. On a signal, everyone moves around the room looking for appropriate matches to make water.  (This 
is where color coded name tags or other objects help.)  
d. When all the human water molecules have been made, distribute a model of a water molecule to each 
group.  The red spheres represent oxygen, light grey spheres represent hydrogen, and the sticks 
represent the bonds. 
 
1.2 Discussion of water molecule shape and bonding, H2O.    
a. Have each human water molecule group discuss if they look like the model.   
One oxygen atom/person should be at the center forming two bonds, one each to a hydrogen 
atom/person.  The oxygen should have their bonds at about a 109°  angle – that is, smaller than a 180° 
angle and larger than 90°. 
b. Discuss bonding pattern.  These patterns will be repeated almost every time a hydrogen or oxygen 
atom is encountered. 
Oxygen make two bonds and hydrogen makes one.  As molecules are examined through this suite of 
modules, hydrogens consistently form one bond and oxygens consistently form two bonds. (Although 
oxygen is seen to form one to three bonds, all the molecules we examine will have the most common 
pattern, two bonds from oxygen.) 
c. Discuss bonding angle.  These patterns will be repeated almost every time a hydrogen or oxygen atom 
is encountered. 
The two oxygen single bonds form an angle of about 109 degrees as in water.  Again, this will be 
consistent through all the molecules we examine and this is relatively invariant. 
d. Discuss that the chemical formula of the water molecule, H2O, matches the molecule’s construction.  
(Where H = hydrogen and O = oxygen.)  
Each water molecule has two hydrogen atoms, which is indicated by the subscript two following the 
symbol H.   
Figure 6.  a) Water molecule  b) 




The oxygen, (O), symbol does not have a subscript, which automatically means that one oxygen atom 
is contained in the molecule. 
e. Note:  The molecular models are typically more than a billion times larger than the actual molecule!  
(Water molecules are found to have an approximate diameter of 3 angstroms.) 
 
 
1.3 Optional –For geeky fun, model and discuss the difference between gases, liquids, and solid.   
a. Have the human water molecules reassemble. 
b. Challenge the human water molecules to arrange themselves as a gas.  (Fig. 7a) 
For gas phase, have they should spread as far apart as possible from one another.  Note that as a gas, 
the molecules have a lot of freedom to move. 
c. Challenge the human water molecules to arrange themselves as 
a liquid.  (Fig. 7b) 
For liquid phase, the molecules should move closer together so 
each is within about an arm’s length of the neighbor molecule.  
As a liquid, the molecules can move somewhat freely, but not as 
in the gas phase.  This should give representation to a liquid 
which has some movement (can be poured, etc.) but can’t move 
from the object in which it is contained. 
d. Challenge the human water molecules to arrange themselves as 
a solid.  (Fig. 7c) 
For solid phase, molecules move even closer together so people 
are almost bumping one another.  In the solid phase it is very 
difficult for the molecule to move.  That is why the surface of a 




The products in which sucrose (table sugar) is found. 
 
Learning Goals:  
• Learn that sucrose is found in a variety of products.  
• Learn and experience how the sweet sensation is developed. 
 
 
Classroom Discussion Using Sucrose Product Images:    
 
Materials:  
• Images of sucrose (table sugar) containing products.  A hardcopy version (11x17 paper) can be found 
in the provided toolkit, and a PowerPoint version of images can be found with the supplemental 
information at digital.kenyon.edu/celchem401sucrose. 
a. 
b. c. 
Figure 7.  Student water molecules as a   
a) gas   b) liquid   c)  solid.  Among other 
things, the distance between molecules 
changes with phase. 
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1.1 Ask students about their knowledge of where sucrose (table sugar) is found, what products contain 
sucrose, etc. 
 
If students know about sucrose and the products that contain it:  
• Ask students to name different products they know contain sucrose.  Use the sucrose product images 
to help students with less knowledge become familiar with the look of the product.  
• Use the sucrose product images to introduce products the class did not name and ask the students if 
they know what it is, and if sucrose is contained in it.   
• Note some products with sucrose look similar to those without and vice versa, so it is important to 
look at the labels. 
 
If students do not know about sucrose and the products that contain it:  
• Mention that sucrose is commonly associated with sweet products, however it is not limited to these.  
Show each of the sucrose product images and ask the students if they know what it is and if sucrose is 
contained in it.   
• Note some products with sucrose look similar to those without and vice versa, so it is important to 
look at the labels. 
 
 
1.2 Ask students if they know what effects sucrose has on the body and if they know particular reasons 
why people might consume (or avoid consuming) sucrose. 
 
In brief (slightly expanded explanations are found in the Background Information)  
• People may choose to consume sucrose due to its sweet taste and the “sugar rush” or energetic feeling 
that might come from consuming the chemical.  (Sucrose is broken down into its component sugars, 
glucose and fructose, in the gut and these two sugars can be absorbed into the body.  These sugars are 
used to generate immediate energy for the body through ATP formation or the are converted into fats, 
molecules which can be converted into energy at a later time.)  
• Some people may avoid consuming sucrose (and other sugars) because they have illnesses like 
diabetes that are exacerbated by sugars.  Other people limit their caloric intake by avoiding sugars, 
then it is less likely that their body will need to store as much energy as fat.  
 
 
Classroom Discussion and Activity – Sucrose and the Sensation of Sweet 
 
Materials:  
• Model of a sucrose molecule.  (Fig. 8)  This model can be found in the provided toolkit.  (Any chemical 
model building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from Maruzen’s 
HGS shop.18) 
• Skittles – sweet version, check ingredient label for sucrose or “sugar”   
Alternative sweet items can be used but it is convenient to use something that comes in both the sweet 




This activity will have students explore the connection between the taste of sweet and the idea of the sucrose 
molecule. 
a. Ask students to place one Skittle or other sweet food on their tongue (not swallow) to see if the 
perception of sweet can be developed from this mouth area.  If not, have students chew slightly to 
liberate the sucrose, but not swallow.   
Students should realize that the food interaction with the tongue is sufficient to evoke the taste of 
sweet.  That is, the food does not have to be swallowed. 
b. Ask student to think about whether the brain might be involved in the task of taste perception or is it 
only the tongue?  
In reality, it is a cascade of events, starting at the tongue (specifically the tongue’s taste receptors) and 
ending in the brain. 
c. Ask students to think about the timing between the placement of sweet food in mouth/tongue and the 
sensation of sweet which comes from the brain. 
The perception of sweet should occur virtually simultaneous to placement of sweet food on tongue, or 
the chewing of the food to liberate the sucrose molecule.  That is, they should realize that the cascade 
of events, starting at the tongue’s taste receptors and moving to the brain, happens very quickly.  The 
transfer of the signal from the tongue to the brain takes place on the order of milliseconds.  
d. Pass out the sucrose molecule models.  (Fig. 7)  Ask students to recognize that there are tiny molecules 





Understanding the sucrose molecule. 
 
Learning Goals:  
• Understand the connection between the molecular formula of sucrose, C12H22O11, and the atoms 
represented in the plastic model of the sucrose molecule.   
• Understand the spatial arrangement of the atoms in sucrose by examination of the model. 
• Understand the “flexibility” of the sucrose molecule by trying to rotate and bend the model. 
• Understand the size and shape of nicotine relative to the other molecules examined, ex. water. 
 
 
Classroom Activity Using Model of Sucrose Molecule :  
 
Materials:  
• Model of a sucrose molecule.  (Fig. 8)  This model can be found in the provided toolkit.  (Any chemical 
model building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from Maruzen’s 
HGS shop.18) 
• Model of a water molecule.  (Fig. 5) This model can be found in the provided toolkit.  (Any chemical 
model building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from Maruzen’s 
HGS shop.18) 




3.1  Introduction of the model and connection to molecular formula of sucrose, C12H22O11.  (Fig. 8)  
Connect model structure to chemical formula, get a tactile feel for flexibility of molecule, etc.   Note the 
model of the molecule is much, much larger than the real sucrose molecule.  Most models are more than a 
billion times larger than the actual molecule. 
 
a. Distribute and introduce of the model of sucrose.  
Ball and stick model: Review what each color ball 
represents  
(Black = Carbon, Red = Oxygen, Light Grey = Hydrogen).   
b. Count the number of carbon atoms (black spheres).  There 
should be 12 carbons (C). 
c. Count the number of hydrogen atoms (light grey spheres).  
There should be 22 hydrogens (H). 
b.  
a. Count the number of oxygen atoms (red spheres).  There 
should be 11 oxygens (O). 
b. Determine the molecular formula for sucrose.   
Examining the answers about the atom counts above, the 
formula is shown to be C12H22O11, where the subscripts 
record the number of each type of atom.  Each atom type is 
abbreviated, carbon = C, hydrogen = H, oxygen = O.   
(While there is a conventional way to order the atoms types, 
ex. C followed by H, etc., changes in this order does not 
hinder the chemical understanding.) 
 
2.2 Examine the sucrose molecule more specifically with 
respect to shape, size, and flexibility.   
 
a. Are there certain types of bonds that will rotate and others 
that will not??   
• Of the points mentioned below, sucrose contains single bonds and rings.  Information about other 
types of bonds and rings will be discussed in case students are comparing sucrose with a molecule 
that has these features. 
• Single bonds allow free rotation around the bond. (Fig. 9 
and see bonds that correspond to single lines in Figure 
8b.)      
Students should twist the molecules to see how they can 
move.  In some molecules these rotations can 
significantly change the shape of the molecule, and in 
many cases, only a subset of those shapes will fit and 
interact well with the receptor.    
Figure 8.  Sucrose molecule illustrated by two 
models.  Both models are in the same 
orientation.    (a)  Ball and stick model.  carbon 
atoms = black; oxygen atoms = red; hydrogen 
atoms = light grey.   (b)  Representation where 
carbons and hydrogens are not illustrated for 
clarity of structure 
In both models, the 6-atom glucose portion is 
seen on the left and the 5-atom fructose 
portion is seen on the right. 
© Shutterstock / chromatos - Molecular struc
ture of sucrose 
a) 
b) 
Figure 9.  Illustration of single bond rotation in 
sucrose. (Green curved arrow.) Double and 
triple bonds cannot do this, nor can bonds that 
are part of a ring. 
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This free rotation is due to the bonding electrons staying close to the internuclear axis.  (ex. the stick 
representing the bond is the internuclear axis.) 
• Double bonds and triple bonds do not allow free rotation.  These are represented by double or triple 
lines respectively.  None are found in sucrose, but when present in other chemicals these areas of 
the molecule are fixed with respect to their shape. Students should be able to “feel” this rigidity 
when handling the models.   
The lack of free rotation is due to the 2nd and 3rd set of bonding electrons moving in areas that are 
located off of the internuclear axis. 
• Rings will limit the flexibility of the molecule in the region of the ring.  Sucrose has two rings and 
by handling the molecules students should be able to understand the limited flexibility. 
• Scientists working to design drugs to interact with a certain receptor will take these ideas into 
account because molecular shape and flexibility often plays a role in the effectiveness of a 
medication.  For example, the chemical naloxone, sold as Narcan, block opioids from binding with 
the opioid receptor.  The chemical structure of naloxone and morphine are similar, thus fit into the 
binding pocket of the receptor in a similar way. 
 
b. Are there “rings” present?  If yes, while the ring’s ability to flex is limited, can it bend a little “convex” 
and/or “concave,” or are the rings rigid and have almost no flexibility? 
• Both the five- and six-atom ring has some flexibility since it is linked together by single bonds 
 
c. Optional: Compare the sucrose molecule and the water molecule.  Find similarities and differences.   
 
A physical comparison of the model of the sucrose molecule to the water molecule, H2O, will show 
that sucrose is quite large in comparison to water.  That said, sucrose is a small molecule when 
compared to others, like vancomycin (an antibiotic) or insulin (a drug to treat diabetes).  
 
Sucrose has a more complex array of bonds and rings than water.  All of water’s bonds are single and 
there are no rings, thus all bonds allow for free rotation.  Sucrose, on the other hand, has rings that 
reduce its ability to move freely. 
 
d. Optional:  Typical number of bonds from each atom type.   
 
If you look at a number of molecules (like ethanol, sucrose, and others in this series of lessons), 
patterns in bonding should start to emerge.  For the younger/newer chemist it can be empowering to 
recognize these patterns, and it helps to predict whether the molecular model being examined is 
reasonably assembled.  These patterns are the result of deeper chemical concepts that would be 
examined in a general chemistry course. 
 
Looking at the model of sucrose  (ex. Fig. 8) : 
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each carbon atom (black spheres).   
There should be four bonds (sticks) from each carbon atom.  This is the normal number of bonds 
associated with carbon. 
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each hydrogen atom (light grey 
spheres).   
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There should be one bond (stick) from each hydrogen atom.  This is the normal number of bonds 
associated with hydrogen. 
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each oxygen atom (red spheres). 
There should be two bonds (sticks) from each oxygen atom.  This is the normal number of bonds 





Objective 4 & 5: 
How sucrose interacts with the tongue, introduction of the chemical-receptor binding concept 
Some short term effects of using sucrose-containing products 
Comparison of sucrose to citric acid, sweet vs sour 
 
Learning  Goals:  
• Learn the basic idea of chemical-receptor binding using an example of sucrose and the sweet taste 
receptor. 
• Learn when sucrose binds to the sweet taste receptor it starts a cascade of events that triggers a 
sensation of sweet in the brain. 
• Think about why “non-sweet” molecules do not bind to the sweet receptor using comparison of sucrose 
and citric acid molecules, which give sweet and sour sensations respectively. 
 
 
Classroom Activity 4.1 – Receptors and Chemical–Receptor Binding:  
 
Materials:   
• Skittles – sweet version of candy 
• Baseball glove – plays role of receptor, ex. sweet taste receptor 
• Baseball – plays role of chemical that properly fits receptor, ex. sucrose 
• Other balls/objects that do not fit in baseball glove, ex. football, basketball – plays role of chemical 




As noted in the Background Information, receptors are large protein molecules in the body (often found 
in cell membranes) that can “catch” or chemically interact with sucrose or other molecules that can move 
through the body.  (Figure 10.)  In many cases the receptor shows a distinct preference for certain 
molecules based on the shape.  (The receptors also show preference for molecules with certain charge 
distributions, i.e. regions of positive or negative charge, but that concept is not covered in this module.)  
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This activity will illustrate the concept using a baseball glove (representing a receptor) and a variety of 
ball types (representing different chemical molecules, ex. drugs).  For example, most receptors can only 
“catch” or bind with a limited number of chemical molecules, and the shape of the molecule is important 
in this interaction.  To highlight the importance of molecular shape, it can be demonstrated that a baseball 
glove can easily “catch” or “receive” a baseball (ex. a drug and receptor with complementary shapes), 
but it is more difficult/impossible to catch a basketball or frisbee with the baseball glove (ex. representing 
a drug with a shape that does not match the shape of the receptor’s binding pocket). 
 
a. Introduce the baseball glove as a taste receptor on the tongue.   
b. Introduce the selection of balls/objects as different chemical molecules (ex. sucrose, salt, citric acid) 
c. Ask the students which of the balls/objects (chemicals) are most likely to fit well in the glove (receptor) 
and why. 
Ex. the baseball should fit well because it has a shape and size that is complementary to the “binding 
pocket” of the glove.   
The non-baseballs won’t fit, or won’t fit as properly, because their shape and size is not complementary 
to the “binding pocket” of the glove. 
d. Test the hypothesis by having tossing objects to someone with the glove.   
The person with glove should try to catch baseball but let the other objects, deemed to not have proper 
size and shape, hit glove but not be “caught”. 
e. Remind students that the glove and balls/objects represent the receptor and chemicals.  If not already 
explained, have students discuss why certain chemicals (balls/objects) are more likely to fit and bind 
with a particular receptor (baseball glove). 
While complementary size and shape of molecule not the only criteria for to be able to interact properly 
with the binding pocket of the receptor, it is very important.   
(The other major factor involved in binding revolves around a complementary charge relationship 
between the chemical and receptor.  That is having some of the positive and negative portions of the 
chemical and receptor interact as seen with attractive intermolecular attractions like hydrogen bonds,  
London dispersion forces, etc.  Although this will not be discussed in these modules, with a small 
exception in the nicotine lesson, it is important to recognize that shape is not the only component to 
binding.)  
Figure 10.  Illustration of chemical-receptor binding using baseball glove and baseball.  To bind 
and potentially cause downstream effects in the body, the chemical must properly fit in the 
receptor’s binding pocket, i.e. the chemical and the binding pocket must have complimentary 
shapes.  (They also need some degree of charge complementarity, which is not covered here). 
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Classroom Activity 4.2 – Sucrose-Sweet Taste Receptor Signal Process:  
 
Materials:   
• Baseball glove – plays role of receptor, ex. sweet taste receptor 
• Baseball – plays role of chemical that properly fits receptor, ex. sucrose 




Focus the discussion and activity on the sweet signaling process. 
 
a. Repeat the ball/object tossing activity, but this time noting the glove is the receptor and the baseball 
is sucrose (table sugar).   
This time however, when the ball is caught the person with the glove should shout something like, 
“Brain, sugar is here!!”  After a short period of time, another person could say “Brain senses 
sweetness.” 
This should help convey the message the chemical-receptor binding is only the first of a series of steps 
that send information to the brain and allow the brain to interpret the signal. 
b. Taste the Skittles sweet version one more time.  When students sense the taste of sweetness, remind 
them it is due to the sucrose binding to the sweet taste receptors and the subsequent message sent to 
the brain.  Also read the ingredient label on bag to note that sugar is found in the candy. 
 
 
Classroom Activity 5.1 – Receptor Binding with Sucrose and Citric Acid:  
 
Materials:  
• Model of a sucrose molecule.  This model can be found in the provided toolkit.  (Any chemical model 
building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from Maruzen’s HGS 
shop.18)  
• Model of a citric acid molecule. (Fig. 11) This model can be found in the provided toolkit.  (Any 
chemical model building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from 
Maruzen’s HGS shop.18)  
• Skittles – sweet version of candy 
• Skittles – sour version of candy 
• Baseball glove – plays role of receptor, ex. sweet taste receptor 
• Baseball – plays role of chemical that properly fits receptor, ex. sucrose 
• Other balls/objects that do not fit in baseball glove, ex. football, basketball – plays role of chemical 
that does not fit in receptor, ex. citric acid 
• Other balls/objects that semi-fit in baseball glove, ex. softball – plays role of chemical that partially 





Compare a sweet taste and a sour taste and then examine the molecules that are responsible for some of 
these taste perceptions. 
 
a. Have students taste a “sweet” Skittle then taste a “sour” Skittle. 
They should experience two different taste sensations.  (However, the sour Skittles should taste a little 
“sweet and sour” because sucrose is also present in the sour version of the candy) 
b. Pass out a citric acid molecule model, C6H8O7 , and explain that this molecule is responsible for the 
sour taste of the Skittles.  (Figure 11) 
Pass out the sucrose molecule model and explain that this molecule is responsible for the sweet taste 
of the Skittles.   
c. Hypothesize and discuss if it is likely the sour taste originates from the same taste receptor as the sweet 
taste.   
No, the structures of the molecules are quite different so it would be unlikely both citric acid and 
sucrose could fit properly into the sweet receptor’s binding pocket.   
d. Review and discuss the idea that taste sensations are triggered by specific taste receptors catching and 
briefly holding specific molecules.  That is, sweet taste receptors are specialists at catching “sweet” 
molecules like sucrose and sour taste receptors are specialists at catching “sour” molecules like citric 
acid. 
e. The catch and brief hold of the molecule will start a sequence of actions that transmits information to 
the brain.   
Note, the receptor doesn’t hold the molecule for an infinite amount of time.  This can be illustrated by 
the reduction of the sweet taste in the mouth over time.  The sweet sensation can be stimulated again 
by adding additional sucrose molecules to the tongue (ex. chewing more sweet Skittles). 
f. The number and type of taste receptors activated will influence the overall information transmitted to 
the brain and allow the brain to assign a distinct taste sensation to foods like chocolate, fish, french 
fries.  
g. Discuss how does the chemical-receptor binding idea could relate to different foods having different 
tastes. 
Every food is composed of molecules of various types; certain molecules in the food will impart taste 
(ex. sucrose, citric acid) and other molecules will impart color, texture (ex. fats, proteins), etc.  The 
mixture of tastants (molecules that give taste sensations) will help give each food its distinctive flavor.   
Taste is also influenced by the brain interpreting other sensations, such as the odor of a food.  Similar 





Classroom Activity 5.2 – Comparison of Sucrose and Citric Acid Molecules:  
 
Materials:  
• Model of a sucrose molecule.  This model can be found in the provided toolkit.  (Any chemical model 
building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from Maruzen’s HGS 
shop.18)  
• Model of a citric acid molecule.  This model can be found in the provided toolkit.  (Any chemical 
model building kit can but used, but the components for these models were purchased from Maruzen’s 
HGS shop.18)  
 
 
Examine the model of the citric acid molecule and determine the molecular 
formula, which is C6H8O7.  (See Appendix I for a structure with all atoms 
explicitly shown)  Connect model structure to chemical formula, get a 
tactile feel for flexibility of molecule, etc.   Note the model of the molecule 
is much, much larger than the real citric acid molecule.  Most models are 
more than a billion times larger than the actual molecule.  
 
 
a. Ball and stick model: Review what each color ball represents (Black 
= Carbon, Red = Oxygen, Light grey = Hydrogen).   
b. Count the number of carbon atoms (black spheres).  There should be 
six carbons (C). 
c. Count the number of hydrogen atoms (light grey spheres).  There 
should be eight hydrogens (H). 
d. Count the number of oxygen atoms (red spheres).  There should be seven oxygens (O). 
e. Determine is the molecular formula for citric acid.   
Examining the answers from the atom counts, the formula is found to be C6H8O7.  Each atom type is 
abbreviated, carbon = C, hydrogen = H, oxygen = O.   
(While there is a conventional way to order the atoms types, ex. C followed by H, etc., changes in this 
order does not hinder the chemical understanding.) 
 
 
Examine the citric acid molecule more specifically with respect to shape, size, and flexibility.   
 
a. Are there certain types of bonds that will rotate and others that will not??   
• Of the points mentioned below, citric acid only contains single and double bonds.  Information about 
other types of bonds and rings will be discussed in case students are comparing citric acid with a 
molecule that has these features. 
• Single bonds allow free rotation around the bond. (An example with sucrose is in Fig. 9.  See citric 
acid bonds that correspond to single lines in Figure 11.)  
Students should twist the molecules to see how they can move.  In some molecules these rotations 
can significantly change the shape of the molecule, and in many cases, only a subset of those shapes 
will fit and interact well with the receptor.    
Figure 11.  Representation of citric 
acid molecule, C6H8O7.  All oxygen 
(O) atoms are shown, but for clarity 
of structure, carbons (C) and 
hydrogens (H) are not.  Bonds are 
represented by lines.  An explicit 
structure for nicotine is found in 
Appendix 1 
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This free rotation is due to the bonding electrons staying close to the internuclear axis.  (ex. the stick 
representing the bond is the internuclear axis.) 
• Double bonds and triple bonds do not allow free rotation.  These are represented by double or triple 
lines respectively.  There are three carbon/oxygen double bonds in citric acid.  These areas of the 
molecule are fixed with respect to their shape. Students should be able to “feel” this rigidity when 
handling the models. 
The lack of free rotation is due to the 2nd and 3rd set of bonding electrons moving in areas that are 
located off of the internuclear axis.   
• Rings will limit the flexibility of the molecule in the region of the ring.  There are no rings in citric 
acid 
• Scientists working to design drugs to interact with a certain receptor will take these ideas into 
account because molecular shape and flexibility often plays a role in the effectiveness of a 
medication.  For example, the chemical naloxone, sold as Narcan, block opioids from binding with 
the opioid receptor.  The chemical structure of naloxone and morphine are similar, thus fit into the 
binding pocket of the receptor in a similar way. 
 
b. Are there “rings” present?  If yes, while the ring’s ability to flex is limited, can it bend a little “convex” 
and/or “concave,” or are the rings rigid and have almost no flexibility? 
• There are no rings in citric acid. 
 
c. Optional:  Typical number of bonds from each atom type. 
 
An examination of citric acid should reveal similar bonding patterns as seen in sucrose.  As noted 
previously, for the younger/newer chemist it can be empowering to recognize these patterns, and it 
helps to predict whether the molecular model being examined is reasonably assembled.  These patterns 
are the result of deeper chemical concepts that would be examined in a general chemistry course. 
 
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each carbon atom (black spheres).   
There should be four bonds (sticks) from each carbon atom.  This is the normal number of bonds 
associated with carbon. 
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each hydrogen atom (light grey 
spheres).   
There should be one bond (stick) from each hydrogen atom.  This is the normal number of bonds 
associated with hydrogen. 
• How many bonds (sticks between spheres) are associated with each oxygen atom (red spheres). 
There should be two bonds (sticks) from each oxygen atom.  This is the normal number of bonds 
associated with oxygen.  Oxygen is also found with three and one bonds, but this is less common. 
In citric acid there are two patterns for the oxygen bonds.  When both oxygen bonds go to the same 
atom, it is called a “double bond” (ex. C=O), and when they go to different atoms, they are called 
“single bonds.” (ex. C–O) 
 
Classroom Discussion 5.3 – Comparison of Sucrose and Citric Acid Molecules:  
Again,  examine both the citric acid and sucrose molecule.   
a. Discuss similarities in the citric acid and sucrose molecule.   
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Students should notice things like: 
All carbon atoms (black spheres) have four bonds and the same angle between bonds  
All oxygen atoms (red spheres) have two bonds, and if they are single bonds, there is a characteristic 
angle (109°) between the bonds. 
All hydrogen atoms (light grey spheres) have one bond. 
All single bonds rotate freely 
b. Discuss how citric acid is different from the sucrose molecule.   
Students should notice differences in the molecular formula and size of the molecule, structures (ex. 
rings vs. no rings), and rotation/flexibility.  Also, the oxygens that are double bonded don’t have the 
same bond angles as the oxygens with single bonds. 
c. Recognize that many of these differences are the reason that citric acid and sucrose do not bind with 





Sucrose Worksheet  
1.  Write the name of the molecule your team is investigating:          
2.  List the elements found in your molecule: 
Element Name Element Symbol 
Color of Element 
in Plastic Model 
   
   
   
   
 
3.  What is the molecular formula of your molecule? 
 
 
4.  Does your molecule naturally occur in the body (is it made in the body) or come from somewhere outside 
the body?  (Circle response and answer corresponding question – skip the other question) 
          Made in body  (answer question a)                            Not made in body  (answer question b) 
 
 
a.  If your molecule is made in the body:  Why does the body make this molecule and what effect does it 
have in the brain (how does it make you feel)? 
 
 
b.  If your molecule is not made in the body:  How does your molecule enter our body and what effect does 
it have in the brain (how does it make you feel)? 
 
 
5.  Does the molecules interact directly with the brain or another part of your body?  How does the signal 
to your brain make you feel?   
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Sucrose Worksheet Answers   
1.  Write the name of the molecule your team is investigating:              Sucrose               Citric Acid 




Color of Element 
in Plastic Model 
Number of These Atoms 
in Molecule 
Carbon C Black 12        6 
Hydrogen H Light grey 22        8 
Oxygen O Red 11        7 
 
3.  What is the molecular formula of your molecule? 
  Sucrose     C12H22O11    -------  no worries about order of elements  
  Citric acid     C6H8O7     -------  no worries about order of elements 
4.  Does your molecule naturally occur in the body (is it made in the body) or come from somewhere outside 
the body?  (Circle response and answer corresponding question – skip the other question) 
  Sucrose   --  not made in body, comes from outside sources (answer question b) 
  Citric acid  --  not made in body, comes from outside sources (answer question b) 
a.  If your molecule is made in the body:  Why does the body make this molecule and what effect does it 
have in the brain (how does it make you feel)? 
NA 
 
b.  If your molecule is not made in the body:  How does your molecule enter our body and what effect does 
it have in the brain (how does it make you feel)? 
Sucrose and citric acid typically enters body through foods and drinks.   
A lot of sucrose can make you feel energetic at first, but after while the energy fades. 
 
5.  Does the molecules interact directly with the brain or another part of your body?  How does the signal 
to your brain make you feel?   
The molecules interact with taste receptors on the tongue which send signals to the brain for interpretation.   
  Sucrose binds to the sweet taste receptors and gives the sensation of sweet 
  Citric acid binds to the sour taste receptors and gives the sensation of sour
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Appendix A -   Translating Bond-Line Structures   ( also known as Skeletal or Stick Structures) 
A bond-line structure is a short-hand way to quickly and efficiently convey the chemical structure of a 
molecule.  This structure removes the explicit representation of many carbon (C) and hydrogen (H) atoms, 
thus the underlying structure of the molecule is often more easily visualized.  Ultimately, this  abbreviation 
allows for a less complicated looking structure and with practice makes comparison of the  molecule’s 
structure more straightforward.   
For the molecules explored in these modules, there are four rules that will allow the translation of the bond-
line structure to the more detailed structure that indicates the location of each atom. 
Bond -Line Structure Rules: 
1. LINES =  bonds between atoms 
2. ENDS of lines & VERTICES of lines = Carbon atoms 
3. Every C atom always has 4 bonds.  If 4 bonds are not explicitly shown, then the missing 
(invisible) bonds are to Hydrogen atoms   
4. All other atoms will be explicitly shown 
The rules of the abbreviation results from common patterns seen in many molecules, particularly that carbon 
atoms (C) tend to form the skeleton of the structure, and these carbon atoms are almost always found with 
four bonds.  It is for that reason, the location of carbons atoms with four bonds are abbreviated as the “end” 
and “vertex” of every line (rule 2) - with each line segment representing a bond (rule 1).  Rule 3 stems from 
the fact that the only carbon atoms that are abbreviated have found bonds, and that many of those bonds 
connect to hydrogen atoms. 
This first set of molecules are intended as an introduction or practice set if this notation is unfamiliar.  The 
molecules used in the sucrose, caffeine, ethanol, and nicotine modules are found on the following pages. 
 
Five example molecules.  The bond line representation of chemical structure is on the left and the explicit 
representation on the right.  The carbon (C)atoms that follow rule two are shown in red on the right and the 
hydrogen (H) atoms that follow rule 3 are blue.  The same color scheme is employed on all the structures 
in this appendix. 
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Ethanol Module Structures of Interest: 
 
 
Nicotine Module Structures of Interest: 
 
